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This book was originally published as Part II of Capitalism, socialism and democracy.
The wake of the financial crisis has inspired hopes for dramatic change and stirred visions of capitalism’s terminal collapse. Yet
capitalism is not on its deathbed, utopia is not in our future, and revolution is not in the cards. In Capitalism on Edge, Albena
Azmanova demonstrates that radical progressive change is still attainable, but it must come from an unexpected direction.
Azmanova’s new critique of capitalism focuses on the competitive pursuit of profit rather than on forms of ownership and patterns
of wealth distribution. She contends that neoliberal capitalism has mutated into a new form—precarity capitalism—marked by the
emergence of a precarious multitude. Widespread economic insecurity ails the 99 percent across differences in income, education,
and professional occupation; it is the underlying cause of such diverse hardships as work-related stress and chronic
unemployment. In response, Azmanova calls for forging a broad alliance of strange bedfellows whose discontent would challenge
not only capitalism’s unfair outcomes but also the drive for profit at its core. To achieve this synthesis, progressive forces need to
go beyond the old ideological certitudes of, on the left, fighting inequality and, on the right, increasing competition. Azmanova
details reforms that would enable a dramatic transformation of the current system without a revolutionary break. An iconoclastic
critique of left orthodoxy, Capitalism on Edge confronts the intellectual and political impasses of our time to discern a new path of
emancipation.
Why are some people so rich and some people so poor? Why do some have so much and others have so little? What, if anything
can, or should, be done about it? Capitalism, Socialism, and the Promise of Democracy examines the different ways that
advocates of Capitalism and advocates of Socialism answer these crucial questions. It the history of economic systems and how
Capitalist and Socialist systems developed. The history of Capitalism and Socialism are compared and the competition between
the two systems is discussed. The compatibility of each with a Democratic system of government is examined. Capitalism,
Socialism, and and the Promise of Democracy looks at the choices before us, how we can move forward in preserving our
Democratic system, and the policies necessary to accomplish it.
What is wrong with capitalism, and how can we change it? Capitalism has transformed the world and increased our productivity,
but at the cost of enormous human suffering. Our shared values--equality and fairness, democracy and freedom, community and
solidarity--can provide both the basis for a critique of capitalism and help to guide us toward a socialist and democratic society.
Erik Olin Wright has distilled decades of work into this concise and tightly argued manifesto: analyzing the varieties of
anticapitalism, assessing different strategic approaches, and laying the foundations for a society dedicated to human flourishing.
How to Be an Anticapitalist in the Twenty-First Century is an urgent and powerful argument for socialism, and an unparalleled
guide to help us get there. Another world is possible. Included is an afterword by the author's close friend and collaborator Michael
Burawoy.
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In 2000 the European Union and its 78 African-Caribbean-Pacific partners signed the Cotonou Agreement, heralding a new era in
developmental politics. This comprehensive book draws attention to the limitations in the EU's approach to implementing pro-poor,
environmentally sustainable development amongst its African-Caribbean-Pacific partners.
One of our leading social critics recounts capitalism’s finest hour, and shows us how we might achieve it once again. In the past
few decades, the wages of most workers have stagnated, even as productivity increased. Social supports have been cut, while
corporations have achieved record profits. Downward mobility has produced political backlash. What is going on? Can Democracy
Survive Global Capitalism? argues that neither trade nor immigration nor technological change is responsible for the harm to
workers’ prospects. According to Robert Kuttner, global capitalism is to blame. By limiting workers’ rights, liberating bankers,
allowing corporations to evade taxation, and preventing nations from assuring economic security, raw capitalism strikes at the very
foundation of a healthy democracy. The resurgence of predatory capitalism was not inevitable. After the Great Depression, the
U.S. government harnessed capitalism to democracy. Under Roosevelt’s New Deal, labor unions were legalized, and capital
regulated. Well into the 1950s and ’60s, the Western world combined a thriving economy with a secure and growing middle class.
Beginning in the 1970s, as deregulated capitalism regained the upper hand, elites began to dominate politics once again; policy
reversals followed. The inequality and instability that ensued would eventually, in 2016, cause disillusioned voters to support farright faux populism. Is today’s poisonous alliance of reckless finance and ultranationalism inevitable? Or can we find the political
will to make capitalism serve democracy, and not the other way around? Charting a plan for bold action based on political
precedent, Can Democracy Survive Global Capitalism? is essential reading for anyone eager to reverse the decline of democracy
in the West.
The definitive history of the Cold War and its impact around the world We tend to think of the Cold War as a bounded conflict: a
clash of two superpowers, the United States and the Soviet Union, born out of the ashes of World War II and coming to a dramatic
end with the collapse of the Soviet Union. But in this major new work, Bancroft Prize-winning scholar Odd Arne Westad argues
that the Cold War must be understood as a global ideological confrontation, with early roots in the Industrial Revolution and
ongoing repercussions around the world. In The Cold War, Westad offers a new perspective on a century when great power rivalry
and ideological battle transformed every corner of our globe. From Soweto to Hollywood, Hanoi, and Hamburg, young men and
women felt they were fighting for the future of the world. The Cold War may have begun on the perimeters of Europe, but it had its
deepest reverberations in Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, where nearly every community had to choose sides. And these
choices continue to define economies and regimes across the world. Today, many regions are plagued with environmental threats,
social divides, and ethnic conflicts that stem from this era. Its ideologies influence China, Russia, and the United States; Iraq and
Afghanistan have been destroyed by the faith in purely military solutions that emerged from the Cold War. Stunning in its breadth
and revelatory in its perspective, this book expands our understanding of the Cold War both geographically and chronologically,
and offers an engaging new history of how today's world was created.
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The epic successor to one of the most important books of the century: at once a retelling of global history, a scathing critique of
contemporary politics, and a bold proposal for a new and fairer economic system. Thomas Piketty’s bestselling Capital in the
Twenty-First Century galvanized global debate about inequality. In this audacious follow-up, Piketty challenges us to revolutionize
how we think about politics, ideology, and history. He exposes the ideas that have sustained inequality for the past millennium,
reveals why the shallow politics of right and left are failing us today, and outlines the structure of a fairer economic system. Our
economy, Piketty observes, is not a natural fact. Markets, profits, and capital are all historical constructs that depend on choices.
Piketty explores the material and ideological interactions of conflicting social groups that have given us slavery, serfdom,
colonialism, communism, and hypercapitalism, shaping the lives of billions. He concludes that the great driver of human progress
over the centuries has been the struggle for equality and education and not, as often argued, the assertion of property rights or the
pursuit of stability. The new era of extreme inequality that has derailed that progress since the 1980s, he shows, is partly a
reaction against communism, but it is also the fruit of ignorance, intellectual specialization, and our drift toward the dead-end
politics of identity. Once we understand this, we can begin to envision a more balanced approach to economics and politics.
Piketty argues for a new “participatory” socialism, a system founded on an ideology of equality, social property, education, and the
sharing of knowledge and power. Capital and Ideology is destined to be one of the indispensable books of our time, a work that
will not only help us understand the world, but that will change it.
A stunningly original and timely collection that makes the case for “socialism, American style” It’s a strange day when a New York
Times conservative columnist is forced to admit that the left is winning, but as David Brooks wrote recently, “the American left is
on the cusp of a great victory.” Among Americans under thirty, 43 percent had a favorable view of socialism, while only 32 percent
had a favorable view of capitalism. Not since the Great Depression have so many Americans questioned the fundamental tenets of
capitalism and expressed openness to a socialist alternative. We Own the Future: Democratic Socialism—American Style offers a
road map to making this alternative a reality, giving readers a practical vision of a future that is more democratic, egalitarian,
inclusive, and environmentally sustainable. The book includes a crash course in the history and practice of democratic socialism, a
vivid picture of what democratic socialism in America might look like in practice, and compelling proposals for how to get there
from the age of Trump and beyond. With contributions from some of the nation’s leading political activists and analysts, We Own
the Future articulates a clear and uncompromising view from the left—a perfectly timed book that will appeal to a wide audience
hungry for change. Table of Contents Part I: Is a New America Possible? Introduction Kate Aronoff, Peter Dreier, and Michael
Kazin How Socialists Changed America Peter Dreier and Michael Kazin Toward a Third Reconstruction Andrea Flynn, Susan
Holmberg, Dorian Warren, and Felicia Wong A Three-Legged Stool for Racial and Economic Justice Darrick Hamilton Democratic
Socialism for a Climate-Changed Century Naomi Klein Part II: Expanding Democracy Governing Socialism Bill Fletcher Jr. We the
People: Voting Rights, Campaign Finance, and Election Reform J. Mijin Cha Confronting Corporate Power Robert Kuttner Building
the People’s Banks David Dayen Democracy, Equality, and the Future of Workers Sarita Gupta, Stephen Lerner, and Joseph A.
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McCartin Who Gets to Be Safe? Prisons, Police, and Terror Aviva Stahl On Immigration: A Socialist Case for Open Borders
Michelle Chen On Foreign Policy: War from Above, Solidarity from Below Tejasvi Nagaraja Part III: The Right to a Good Life
Livable Cities Thomas J. Sugrue What Does Health Equity Require? Racism and the Limits of Medicare for All Dorothy Roberts
The Family of the Future Sarah Leonard Defending and Improving Public Education Pedro Noguera Reclaiming Competition:
Sports and Socialism David Zirin What About a Well-Fed Artist? Imagining Cultural Work in a Democratic Socialist Society
Francesca Fiorentini How Socialism Surged, and How It Can Go Further Harold Meyerson Afterword: A Day in the Life of a
Socialist Citizen Michael Walzer
Since first published in 2002, After Capitalism has offered students and political activists alike a coherent vision of a viable and
desirable alternative to capitalism. David Schweickart calls this system Economic Democracy, a successor-system to capitalism
which preserves the efficiency strengths of a market economy while extending democracy to the workplace and to the structures of
investment finance. In the second edition, Schweickart recognizes that increased globalization of companies has created greater
than ever interdependent economies and the debate about the desirability of entrepreneurship is escalating. The new edition
includes a new preface, completely updated data, reorganized chapters, and new sections on the economic instability of
capitalism, the current economic crisis, and China. Drawing on both theoretical and empirical research, Schweickart shows how
and why this model is efficient, dynamic, and applicable in the world today.
Drawing on intimate diaries and correspondence, a definitive portrait of economist Joseph A. Schumpeter examines his theory of
"creative destruction" as a driving force of capitalism, his emphasis on entrepreneurial and strategic business thinking, the
influence of his theories on modern-day globalization, and his tumultuous personal life.
Is socialism desirable? Is it even possible? In this concise book, one of the world's leading political philosophers presents with
clarity and wit a compelling moral case for socialism and argues that the obstacles in its way are exaggerated. There are times, G.
A. Cohen notes, when we all behave like socialists. On a camping trip, for example, campers wouldn't dream of charging each
other to use a soccer ball or for fish that they happened to catch. Campers do not give merely to get, but relate to each other in a
spirit of equality and community. Would such socialist norms be desirable across society as a whole? Why not? Whole societies
may differ from camping trips, but it is still attractive when people treat each other with the equal regard that such trips exhibit. But,
however desirable it may be, many claim that socialism is impossible. Cohen writes that the biggest obstacle to socialism isn't, as
often argued, intractable human selfishness--it's rather the lack of obvious means to harness the human generosity that is there.
Lacking those means, we rely on the market. But there are many ways of confining the sway of the market: there are desirable
changes that can move us toward a socialist society in which, to quote Albert Einstein, humanity has "overcome and advanced
beyond the predatory stage of human development."
This is the first comprehensive volume to offer a state of the art investigation both of the nature of political ideologies and of their
main manifestations. The diversity of ideology studies is represented by a mixture of the range of theories that illuminate the field,
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combined with an appreciation of the changing complexity of concrete ideologies and the emergence of new ones. Ideologies,
however, are always with us. The Handbook is divided into three sections: The first is divided into three sections: The first reflects
some of the latest thinking about the development of ideology on an historical dimension, from the standpoints of conceptual
history, Marx studies, social science theory and history, and leading schools of continental philosophy. The second includes some
of the most recent interpretations and theories of ideology, all of which are sympathetic in their own ways to its exploration and
close investigation, even when judiciously critical of its social impact. This section contains many of the more salient contemporary
accounts of ideology. The third focuses on the leading ideological families and traditions, as well as on some of their cultural and
geographical manifestations, incorporating both historical and contemporary perspectives. Each chapter is written by an expert in
their field, bringing the latest approaches and understandings to their task. The Handbook will position the study of ideologies in
the mainstream of political theory and political analysis and will attest to its indispensability both to courses on political theory and
to scholars who wish to take their understanding of ideologies in new directions.
What, and who, are we working for? A thoughtful assessment on our current society from “probably America’s most prominent
Marxist economist” (The New York Times). Capitalism as a system has spawned deepening economic crisis alongside its boughtand-paid-for political establishment. Neither serves the needs of our society. Whether it is secure, well-paid, and meaningful jobs
or a sustainable relationship with the natural environment that we depend on, our society is not delivering the results people need
and deserve. One key cause for this intolerable state of affairs is the lack of genuine democracy in our economy as well as in our
politics. The solution requires the institution of genuine economic democracy, starting with workers managing their own
workplaces, as the basis for a genuine political democracy. Here Richard D. Wolff lays out a hopeful and concrete vision of how to
make that possible, addressing the many people who have concluded economic inequality and politics as usual can no longer be
tolerated and are looking for a concrete program of action. “Wolff’s constructive and innovative ideas suggest new and promising
foundations for much more authentic democracy and sustainable and equitable development, ideas that can be implemented
directly and carried forward. A very valuable contribution in troubled times.” —Noam Chomsky, leading public intellectual and
author of Hope and Prospects
2017 marked the seventy-fifth anniversary of Schumpeter’s Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, a work acknowledged as one of the most
insightful books written in the twentieth century. It retains a contemporary quality, and still invites criticisms, new interpretations, and
extensions and across disciplines. This book, in addition to re-examining Schumpeter’s seminal work and undertaking a twenty-first-century
update of its main themes, brings together leading social scientists to provide contemporary amendments, extensions – or eventually
refutations – of key elements of Schumpeter’s vision and thesis. Issues covered include a new take on creative destruction, the contours of a
theory of innovative enterprise, finance and financialisation, a critique of the secular stagnation thesis, Schumpeter’s contributions to a theory
of the entrepreneurial state, his conception of socialism and its current relevance for understanding the 'China model' as well as a rekindling
of his democracy thesis for our times. Bringing together leading international contributors, this book provides fresh perspectives on ideas that
continue to be hugely relevant to contemporary social sciences and a guide for understanding the current tensions among capitalism, the
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state and democracy. These chapters will be of interest to economists, social scientists and anyone with an interest in modern capitalism.
This book is the first detailed reconstruction of the late work of John Rawls. John Rawls is considered to be one of the most influential
philosophers of the twentieth century. Well known for his writings as a political philosopher, Rawls also commented on economic and
developmental psychology topics. His book A Theory of Justice has produced a considerable number of commentaries on Rawls' theory of
"justice-as-fairness". In this volume Edmundson explores the generally accepted notion that Rawls was a defender of welfare-state capitalism
as found in Western Europe and the United States. He points out that shortly before his death, Rawls expanded on what type of regime meet
his criteria of a just state in his Justice as Fairness: A Restatement. Edmundson further develops Rawls' ideas on what our individual duties
of justice are when we find ourselves in a society that falls short of justice and fairness.
A groundbreaking historical analysis of how global capitalism and advanced democracies mutually support each other It is a widespread view
that democracy and the advanced nation-state are in crisis, weakened by globalization and undermined by global capitalism. Torben Iversen
and David Soskice argue that this view is wrong. In fact, advanced democracies are resilient and their enduring relationship with capitalism
has been mutually beneficial. Iversen and Soskice show how democratic states continuously reinvent their economies through public
investment in research and education, by imposing competitive product markets and cooperation in the workplace, and by securing
macroeconomic discipline as the preconditions for innovation and the promotion of advanced sectors of the economy. Challenging the
prevailing wisdom on globalization, Democracy and Prosperity reveals how advanced capitalism is neither footloose nor unconstrained—and
how it thrives under democracy precisely because it cannot subvert it.
2011 Reprint of 1947 Second Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition Software. Originally
Published as Part II of Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy [1947]. " Can capitalism survive? No. I do not think it can." Thus opens
Schumpeter's prologue to a section of his 1947 book, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy. One might think, on the basis of the quote, that
Schumpeter was a Marxist. But the analysis that led Schumpeter to his conclusion differed totally from Karl Marx's. Marx believed that
capitalism would be destroyed by its enemies (the proletariat), whom capitalism had purportedly exploited, and he relished the prospect.
Schumpeter believed that capitalism would be destroyed by its successes, that it would spawn a large intellectual class that made its living by
attacking the very bourgeois system of private property and freedom so necessary for the intellectual class's existence. And unlike Marx,
Schumpeter did not relish the destruction of capitalism. "If a doctor predicts that his patient will die presently," he wrote, "this does not mean
that he desires it."
Not to repeat past mistakes: the sudden resurgence of a sympathetic interest in social democracy is a response to the urgent need to draw
lessons from the history of the socialist movement. After several decades of analyses worthy of an ostrich, some rudimentary facts are being
finally admitted. Social democracy has been the prevalent manner of organization of workers under democratic capitalism. Reformist parties
have enjoyed the support of workers.
"Over Two Million Copies Sold" The Road to Serfdom By Friedrich A. Hayek Condensed Edition The Road to Serfdom is a book written by
the Austrian-born economist and philosopher Friedrich von Hayek (1899-1992) between 1940-1943, in which he "[warns] of the danger of
tyranny that inevitably results from government control of economic decision-making through central planning." He further argues that the
abandonment of individualism and classical liberalism inevitably leads to a loss of freedom, the creation of an oppressive society, the tyranny
of a dictator, and the serfdom of the individual. Significantly, Hayek challenged the general view among British academics that fascism (and
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National Socialism) was a capitalist reaction against socialism. He argued that fascism, National Socialism and socialism had common roots
in central economic planning and empowering the state over the individual. Since its publication in 1944, The Road to Serfdom has been an
influential and popular exposition of market libertarianism. It has sold over two million copies. The Road to Serfdom was to be the popular
edition of the second volume of Hayek's treatise entitled "The Abuse and Decline of Reason," and the title was inspired by the writings of the
19th century French classical liberal thinker Alexis de Tocqueville on the "road to servitude." The book was first published in Britain by
Routledge in March 1944, during World War II, and was quite popular, leading Hayek to call it "that unobtainable book," also due in part to
wartime paper rationing. It was published in the United States by the University of Chicago Press in September 1944 and achieved great
popularity. At the arrangement of editor Max Eastman, the American magazine Reader's Digest published an abridged version in April 1945,
enabling The Road to Serfdom to reach a wider popular audience beyond academics. The Road to Serfdom has had a significant impact on
twentieth-century conservative and libertarian economic and political discourse, and is often cited today by commentators.
The provocative political thinker asks if it will be with a bang or a whimper After years of ill health, capitalism is now in a critical condition.
Growth has given way to stagnation; inequality is leading to instability; and confidence in the money economy has all but evaporated. In How
Will Capitalism End?, the acclaimed analyst of contemporary politics and economics Wolfgang Streeck argues that the world is about to
change. The marriage between democracy and capitalism, ill-suited partners brought together in the shadow of World War Two, is coming to
an end. The regulatory institutions that once restrained the financial sector’s excesses have collapsed and, after the final victory of capitalism
at the end of the Cold War, there is no political agency capable of rolling back the liberalization of the markets. Ours has become a world
defined by declining growth, oligarchic rule, a shrinking public sphere, institutional corruption and international anarchy, and no cure to these
ills is at hand.
In 1989 the Berlin Wall came down. Two years later the Soviet Union disintegrated. The collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union discredited the idea of socialism for generations to come. It was seen as representing the final and irreversible victory of
capitalism. This triumphal dominance was barely challenged until the 2008 financial crisis threw the Western world into a state of turmoil.?
Through analysis of post-socialist Russia and Central and Eastern Europe, as well as of the United Kingdom, China and the United States,
Socialism, Capitalism and Alternatives confronts the difficulty we face in articulating alternatives to capitalism, socialism and threatening
populist regimes. Beginning with accounts of the impact of capitalism on countries left behind by the planned economies, the volume moves
on to consider how China has become a beacon of dynamic economic growth, aggressively expanding its global influence. The final section
of the volume poses alternatives to the ideological dominance of neoliberalism in the West. Since the 2008 financial crisis, demands for social
change have erupted across the world. Exposing the failure of neoliberalism in the United Kingdom and examining recent social movements
in Europe and the United States, the closing chapters identify how elements of past ideas are re-emerging, among them Keynesianism and
radical socialism. As those chapters indicate, these ideas might well have potential to mobilise support and challenge the dominance of
neoliberalism.
This ground-breaking new volume focuses on the interaction between political, social, and economic change in Central and Eastern Europe
and the New Independent States. It includes a wide selection of analytic papers, thought-provoking essays by leading scholars in diverse
fields, and an agenda for future research. It integrates work on the micro and macro levels of the economy and provides a broad overview of
the transition process. This volume broadens the current intellectual and policy debate concerning the historic transition now taking place
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from a narrow concern with purely economic factors to the dynamics of political and social change. It questions the assumption that the postcommunist economies are all following the same path and that they will inevitably develop into replicas of economies in the advanced
industrial West. It challenges accepted thinking and promotes the utilization of new methods and perspectives.
Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy remains one of the greatest works of social theory written this century. When it first appeared the New
English Weekly predicted that for the next five to ten years it will cetainly remain a work with which no one who professes any degree of
information on sociology or economics can afford to be unacquainted.' Fifty years on, this prediction seems a little understated. Why has the
work endured so well? Schumpeter's contention that the seeds of capitalism's decline were internal, and his equal and opposite hostility to
centralist socialism have perplexed, engaged and infuriated readers since the book's publication. By refusing to become an advocate for
either position Schumpeter was able both to make his own great and original contribution and to clear the way for a more balanced
consideration of the most important social movements of his and our time.
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first detailed examination of the unprecedented form of power called "surveillance
capitalism," and the quest by powerful corporations to predict and control our behavior. In this masterwork of original thinking and research,
Shoshana Zuboff provides startling insights into the phenomenon that she has named surveillance capitalism. The stakes could not be
higher: a global architecture of behavior modification threatens human nature in the twenty-first century just as industrial capitalism disfigured
the natural world in the twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the consequences as surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into
every economic sector. Vast wealth and power are accumulated in ominous new "behavioral futures markets," where predictions about our
behavior are bought and sold, and the production of goods and services is subordinated to a new "means of behavioral modification." The
threat has shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother state to a ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the interests of
surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of an unprecedented form of power marked by extreme concentrations of knowledge and free from
democratic oversight. Zuboff's comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive" of
total connection that seduces with promises of total certainty for maximum profit -- at the expense of democracy, freedom, and our human
future. With little resistance from law or society, surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social order and shaping the digital
future -- if we let it.
For the first time in history, the globe is dominated by one economic system. Capitalism prevails because it delivers prosperity and meets
desires for autonomy. But it also is unstable and morally defective. Surveying the varieties and futures of capitalism, Branko Milanovic offers
creative solutions to improve a system that isn’t going anywhere.
Capitalism, Socialism, and DemocracyHarper Collins
With global wildlife populations and biodiversity riches in peril, it is obvious that innovative methods of addressing our planet's environmental
problems are needed. But is “the market” the answer? Nature™ Inc. brings together cutting-edge research by respected scholars from around
the world to analyze how “neoliberal conservation” is reshaping human–nature relations.

What would a fair and equal society actually look like? The world-renowned economist and bestselling author Yanis
Varoufakis presents his radical and subversive answer in a work of speculative fiction that recalls William Morris and
William Gibson The year: 2035. At a funeral for Iris, a revolutionary leftist feminist, Yango is approached by Costa, Iris’s
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closest comrade, who urges him to carry out Iris’s last wish: plough into her secret diaries to tell their story. “But”, Costa
insists “leave out anything that might help Big Tech replicate my technologies!” That night Yango delves into Iris’s
diaries. In them he discovers a chronicle of how Costa’s revolutionary technologies had unveiled an actually existing,
fully democratized, postcapitalist society. Suddenly he understands Costa’s obsession with the hackers trying to steal his
secrets. So begins Yanis Varoufakis’s extraordinary novelistic thought-experiment, where the world-famous economist
offers an invigorating and deeply moving vision of an alternative reality. Another Now tells the story of Costa, a brilliant
but deeply disillusioned, computer engineer, who creates a revolutionary technology that will allow the user a “glimpse of
a life beyond their dreams” but will not enslave them. But an accident during one of its trial runs unveils a cosmic
wormhole where Costa meets his DNA double, who is living in a 2025 very different than the one Costa is living in. In this
parallel 2025 a global hi-tech uprising, begun in the wake of the collapse of 2008, has birthed a post-capitalist world in
which work, money, land, digital networks and politics have been truly democratized. Banks have been eliminated, as
well as predatory, data-mining digital monopolies; the gig economy is no more; and the young are free to experiment with
different careers and to study ”non-lucrative topics, from Sumerian pottery to astrophysics.” Intoxicated, Costa travels to
England to tell Iris, his old comrade, and her neighbor, Eva, a recovering banker turned neoliberal economics professor,
of the parallel universe he has discovered. Costa eventually leads them back to his workshop in America where Iris and
Eva meet their own doubles, and confront hard truths about themselves and the daunting political challenge that "the
Other Now" presents. But, as their obsession with the Other Now deepens, time begins to run out, as the wormhole
begins to deteriorate and hackers begin to unleash new attacks on Costa’s technology. The trio have to make a choice:
which 2025 do they want to live in? Varoufakis has been claiming for a while that we already live in postcapitalist times.
That, since the 2008 crisis, capitalism has been morphing into technofeudalism. Another Now, a riveting work of
speculative fiction, shows that there is a realistic, democratic alternative to the technofeudalpostcapitalist dystopia taking
shape all around us. It also confronts us with the greatest question: how far are we willing to go to bring it about?
On the Economic Theory of Socialism was first published in 1938. Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to
make long-unavailable books once again accessible, and are published unaltered from the original University of
Minnesota Press editions.Is socialism workable on economic grounds? “No,” say the chief European critics of socialism
– von Mises, Robbins, and von Hayek. “Yes,” say Lange and Taylor in these two papers – the first refutation in English
of the objections of these economists.There has been consistent demand for this book since it went out of print in 1944.
This reprint is in response to that demand.
What are the prospects of the liberal democratic form of state spreading throughout the world? Democracy and the
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Global System analyses the relationship between liberal democracy and the international system while developing a
critique of liberal internationalism. Fabian Biancardi examines some of the key questions of modern politics and the major
ideas of a number of significant authors and texts. While sympathetic to the aim of spreading liberal democracy, he
demonstrates the many tensions and contradictions involved in achieving this outcome.
We live in a time of crises - economic turmoil, workplace disempowerment, unresponsive government, environmental
degradation, social disintegration, and international rivalry. In The 99 Percent Economy, Paul S. Adler, a leading expert
on business management, argues that these crises are destined to deepen unless we radically transform our economy.
But despair is not an option, and Adler provides a compelling alternative: democratic socialism. He argues that to
overcome these crises we need to assert democratic control over the management of both individual enterprises and the
entire national economy. To show how that would work, he draws on a surprising source of inspiration: the strategic
management processes of many of our largest corporations. In these companies, the strategy process promises to
involve and empower workers and to ensure efficiency and innovation. In practice, this promise is rarely realized, but in
principle, that process could be consolidated within enterprises and it could be scaled-up to the national level. Standing in
the way? Private ownership of society's productive resources, which is the foundation of capitalism's ruthless competition
and focus on private gain at the cost of society, the environment, and future generations. Adler shows how socialized,
public ownership of our resources will enable democratic councils at the local and national levels to decide on our
economic, social, and environmental goals and on how to reach them. The growing concentration of industry makes this
socialization step ever easier. Democratic socialism is not a leap into the unknown, Adler shows. Capitalist industry has
built the foundations for a world beyond capitalism and its crises.
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